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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

MIDLAND/ODESSA DIVISION 

 

TIMOTHY W. REPASS and 

WILLIAM SCOTT McCANDLESS, 

Individually and On Behalf of All 

Others Similarly Situated, 

 

Plaintiffs, 

 

v. 

 

TNT CRANE AND RIGGING, INC. 

 

Defendant. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§

§ 

§ 

 

 

 

Civil Action No.  

 

MO:18-CV-00107-DC-RCG 

 

 

 

 

PLAINTIFFS’ REPLY IN SUPPORT OF THEIR  

OPPOSED MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 

 

 

1. Defendant supplemented only after Plaintiffs filed their Motion to Compel. 

Defendant complains that Plaintiffs have not conferred.  That is incorrect.  See Dkt. 62-5. 

On November 12, Plaintiffs’ counsel sent a detailed letter regarding the deficiencies in Defendant’s 

discovery responses, and he invited Defendant’s counsel to discuss those matters.  Defendant’s 

counsel never accepted that invitation, but instead indicated that Defendant would supplement by 

the week of November 25, and refused to state with what Defendant would supplement.  In 

addition, Plaintiffs indicated in a brief filed on December 4 that they “will almost certainly file a 

motion to compel in the near future.”  Dkt. 61, pp. 10-11.  Yet, Defendant (1) did not supplement 

as and when it said it agreed to do so and (2) did not communicate about that failure.  Defendant 

supplemented on December 12—after Plaintiffs filed their motion to compel.1  

 
1 Defendant notes that it has produced 5,800 pages of documents.  Dkt. 63, p. 1.  Defendant fails to indicate 

that almost all of those documents are the plaintiffs’ timesheets that Defendant produced in September in 
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2. Defendant has failed to show how any of the information Plaintiffs request is “not 

proportional to the needs of this case.” 

 

Defendant next complains that Plaintiffs’ requests are “not proportional to the needs of this 

case.”  Dkt. 63, p. 4.  “The party resisting discovery must show specifically how each discovery 

request is not relevant or otherwise objectionable.”  Kilmon, v. Saulsbury Industries, Inc., MO:17-

CV-99, 2018 WL 5800757, at *2 (W.D. Tex. Feb. 28, 2018)(Counts, J.).  Under Rule 26(b)(1), a 

party may obtain information  

that is . . . proportional to the needs of the case, considering the importance of the 

issues at stake in the action, the amount in controversy, the parties’ relative access 

to relevant information, the parties’ resources, the importance of the discovery in 

resolving the issues, and whether the burden or expense of the proposed discovery 

outweighs its likely benefit.   

 

Rule 26(b)(1) neither (1) places the burden “on the party seeking discovery the burden of 

addressing all proportionality considerations” nor (2) “permit[s] the opposing party to refuse 

discovery simply by making a boilerplate objection that it is not proportional.”  2015 Advisory 

Committee Notes, ¶¶ 9 and 10.  Here, as Plaintiffs have noted, their damage model reflects in 

excess of $3 million in unpaid overtime and damages for the 37 plaintiffs currently in the case.  

Defendant has done little more than repeat its “boilerplate objection” that the discovery is not 

proportional, but has not “show[n] specifically how” that is the case.   

3. Defendant’s objections that Plaintiffs’ requests are overbroad in time are misplaced. 

Defendant next objects to a temporal scope for the Plaintiff’s New Mexico Minimum Wage 

Act claims that spans back to June 2009.  However, if, as it has alleged several times now, 

Defendant did not employ crane operators in New Mexico until September 2013, then the temporal 

scope is, as a matter of fact, limited to September 2013 to the present, not June 2009 to the present.   

 
advance of mediation.  See Dkt. 61, p. 4.  As of the time Plaintiffs filed their motion to compel, Defendant 

had produced no additional documents in response to Plaintiffs’ RFPs and had not supplemented any 

deficient interrogatory responses. 
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In addition, although they have filed a motion for leave to amend (Dkts. 55, 61), Plaintiffs 

had pleaded “continuing course of conduct” in July 2018 (Dkt. 12) in order to reach back beyond 

the three-year limitation period for their New Mexico Wage Act claims.  Consequently, contrary 

to Defendant’s assertion, Plaintiffs have alleged facts to support a violation prior to the three-year 

period.  And Defendant’s reliance on Olivo is misplaced because, unlike the Plaintiffs here, the 

Olivo plaintiffs had not pleaded continuing course of conduct at all.  Olivo v. Crawford Chevrolet, 

Inc., 2011 WL 12687969, *2 (D.N.M. April 20, 2011) (“[N]owhere in the Complaint did Plaintiffs 

plead a continuing violation.”)  Moreover, Plaintiffs are not, as Defendant claims, “attempting to 

use discovery as a fishing expedition to uncover new claims.”  They are simply discovering facts 

that are relevant to their New Mexico Wage Act claims, which they asserted in July 2018. 

4. Plaintiffs are entitled to video footage and text messages. 

Defendant does not dispute that the requested video footage is relevant to Plaintiff’s claims.  

This footage is indisputably important to this case—video footage of the Defendant’s three yards 

currently at issue in this case will show that Plaintiff’s off-the-clock work was open and obvious 

to Defendant, which is something Defendant currently disputes.  

Rather, Defendant objects to providing video footage solely on the ground that it is overly 

burdensome.  “A party resisting discovery must show how the requested discovery was overly 

broad, burdensome, or oppressive by submitting affidavits or offering evidence revealing the 

nature of the burden.”  Crow v. ProPetro Services, Inc., No. MO:15-CV-00149-RAJ-DC, 2016 

WL 9776368, at *7 (W.D. Tex. June 6, 2016).  Defendant attempts to support its overly 

burdensome objection by simply noting that there are 47 total cameras among the three yards, that 

the Midland yard’s system contains one terabyte of information, and that Defendant would have 

to download information from the cameras.  Conspicuously absent from Defendant’s discussion 

of its objection is any evidence of how costly it would be for Defendant to compile and produce 
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that information or an estimate of the number of personnel hours required to do so.  Defendant has 

thus failed to show facts supporting its undue burden objection.  Id. (rejecting undue burden 

objection because the “Defendant ha[d] not made any representations as to what sort of efforts 

would be necessary to compile the information Plaintiff request[ed]”).    

 Plaintiffs seek text messages (1) involving similarly situated crane operators or their 

supervisors and managers (2) regarding wage and hour matters.  Defendant objects to this request, 

again claiming that it is “overbroad and not proportionate to the needs of the case.” Again, 

Defendant does not “show how” that is the case.  Id.  Nor does it explain why this Court’s decision 

in Kilmon does not compel the outcome here.  In Kilmon, this Court ordered production of 

“documents containing written or oral communications concerning Defendant’s failure to pay 

overtime to similarly situated employees as Plaintiff within the limitations period defined by 

Plaintiff.” 2018 WL 5800757 at *8.2   

5. Plaintiffs seek production of relevant documents. 

Defendant objects to providing invoices because they “do not show the times Plaintiffs 

were working on [its] customers’ sites.”  Dkt. 63, p. 8.  Defendant points instead to the timesheets,3 

claiming that “in many instances [they] indicate the locations of work.”  Id.  As Defendant 

implicitly acknowledges, the timesheets do not always show the work locations.  Invoices would 

show the location of the sites and, along with the time sheets, will better assist in figuring out the 

locations of the Plaintiffs’ work.  The location of the Plaintiffs’ work is of obvious importance 

since a major component of the off-the-clock time that the Plaintiffs seek is driving time. 

 
2 Defendant also objects to RFP 72 on privacy grounds.  However, as Plaintiffs have proposed, they are 

willing to subject any production to a Western District of Texas Protective Order. 
 
3 Defendant also claims that its timesheets “show working time.”  Id.  However, those time sheets show 

certain recorded working time, not all of the working time.  And the Plaintiffs here claim that, because 

Defendant did not pay for off-the-clock time (and, in particular, for driving time), the Plaintiffs did not 

always record that time because they knew they would not be paid for it.   
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Defendant also objects to providing the Master Service Agreements (MSA) because they 

are “irrelevant to a determination of whether Defendant properly paid Plaintiffs for travel time.”  

Id., p. 8.  However, Plaintiffs claim that Defendant told them that Defendant did not pay for off-

the-clock time, including drive time, because its customers did not pay for that time.  Exhibit G, 

Repass Depo., 19:16-25; Dkt. 12, ¶ 47.  Defendant denies that allegation.  Dkt. 16, ¶ 47.  Plaintiffs 

are entitled to test the Defendant’s denial, particularly given that this reason for failing to pay for 

driving time is not a lawful reason.  As such, the MSAs will also be probative of the Defendant’s 

willfulness and its good faith and reasonableness defense. 

6. The court should compel Defendant to permit entry. 

Defendant claims that Plaintiffs’ requests for entry would interrupt daily business 

operations, which would “unfairly annoy, harass, and burden Defendant,” and expose Defendant’s 

confidential business information.  Defendant claims that Plaintiffs may obtain this discovery 

through a deposition.  Defendant is wrong.  First, Defendant does not explain how permitting 

inspection would interrupt its business operations, much less “unfairly annoy, harass, or burden” 

it.  However, Plaintiffs wish to inspect Defendant’s premises to witness its business operations.  

After all, Plaintiffs dispute Defendant’s contention that it neither knew nor could have known that 

the Plaintiffs were working at the three yards currently at issue in this case before traveling to and 

after traveling from their job sites.  An inspection will reveal information that directly bears on 

that issue.  For example, inspecting the locations will show the parking facilities where the 

operators’ and riggers’ (whom the operators often had to pick up at the yards to transport to the 

job sites) vehicles were parked during their shifts.  An inspection will also be conducted of the 

facilities where Defendant maintained fuel, Diesel Exhaust Fluid, grease, and other equipment and 

materials that were necessary to run and maintain Defendant’s cranes.  The crane operators often 

obtained those items from Defendant’s yards before traveling to their job sites.   
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Second, although Defendant in no way explains what it means by the “confidential business 

information” to which an inspection might grant them access, Plaintiffs have no interest in 

Defendant’s confidential business information with no bearing on this case.  These inspections 

will occur on a mutually agreeable date and time and, to the extent Defendant has “confidential 

business information” laying around, it may secure that information beforehand.   

Third, a deposition may be, for Defendant, “a less intrusive and burdensome discovery 

vehicle,” but the same may be said for any request for entry.  Defendant’s argument amounts more 

to an attack on Rule 34’s permission to inspect premises than Plaintiff’s requests for entry in this 

case.  More substantively, and as a related matter, while a deposition is certainly an effective 

discovery tool, it is obviously not a substitute for permitting entry.  After all, “a picture [really is] 

worth a thousand words.”  That, presumably, is why the Federal Rules permit both depositions and 

requests for entry; and one is not exclusive of, or a replacement for, the other. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

MORELAND VERRETT, P.C. 

 

By:_ /s/Edmond S. Moreland, Jr. 

Edmond S. Moreland, Jr. 

State Bar No. 24002644 

edmond@morelandlaw.com 

 

MORELAND VERRETT, P.C. 

700 West Summit Drive 

Wimberley, Texas 78676 

Telephone: (512) 782-0567 

Telecopier: (512) 782-0605 

 

Daniel A. Verrett 

State Bar No. 24075220 

daniel@morelandlaw.com 

MORELAND VERRETT, P.C. 

The Commissioners House at Heritage 

Square 

2901 Bee Cave Road, Box L  

Austin, Texas 78746 

 

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 

       

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

 I hereby certify that on this the 17th day of December 2019, I electronically submitted 

the foregoing document for filing using the Court’s CM/ECF system, which will serve a true 

and correct copy of the foregoing document upon counsel of record.  

 

 

        /s/ Edmond S. Moreland, Jr.   

       Edmond S. Moreland, Jr. 
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